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This is a book that challenges the thinking of both practicing clinical psychologist and

practicing Tarot readers...this work is based on solid clinical training and the author’s own

extensive research and practical clinical experience. The author has developed a Spectrum of

Possibility for each card in the Tarot deck. These spectra are not the cut and dried “card

meanings”...but rich shades of psychological meaning...the author explains the Jungian Theory

of Synchronicity, that is, the notion of acausality. This is the most lucid and uncomplicated

exposition of this important and oft misunderstood subject. This is a “must read” for clinicians

who are looking for new approaches to old problems and for Tarotists looking for a work with

more depth and meaning than yet another description of the archetypal images of the Major

Arcana.

"Were I still in practice, I would test for myself the integration of Tarot (and other mantic

methods) into analysis, something this book has given me courage to attempt." �James A. Hall,

MD, Author of Jungian Dream Interpretation"In this outstanding, groundbreaking work, Art

Rosengarten, a licensed clinical psychologist, sets the stage for a new integration of

psychology and Tarot.... Cutting across methodologies, theories, and statistics, Tarot

emphasizes the "heartbeat of experience"...Rosengarten does an excellent job of defining

terms and explaining techniques so that they make sense to the lay reader. He also uses

exciting real-life examples and stories to make his methods crystal clear and demonstrate their

practicality.... This book is truly innovative and exciting, by a therapist and tarot reader

possessing a compassionate and poetic soul that radiates through each word he writes." �Mary

K. Greer, TAROT Newsletter, Summer 2000"This is a book that challenges the thinking of both

practicing clinical psychologist and practicing Tarot readers...this work is based on solid clinical

training and the author's own extensive research and practical clinical experience. The author

has developed a Spectrum of Possibility for each card in the Tarot deck. These spectra are not

the cut and dried "card meanings"...but rich shades of psychological meaning...the author

explains the Jungian Theory of Synchronicity, that is, the notion of acausality. This is the most

lucid and uncomplicated exposition of this important and oft misunderstood subject. This is a

"must read" for clinicians who are looking for new approaches to old problems and for Tarotists

looking for a work with more depth and meaning than yet another description of the archetypal

images of the Major Arcana." �Linda Gail Walters, Student of Tarot, San Diego, CA"This book is

a wonderful support document for the power of Tarot as a counseling tool. Mr. Rosengarten

writes in a very clear and casual style which makes complex concepts understand-able to the

lay person. This book is a valuable companion to the core books.... Somewhat technical at

times, the author's "every-day" references and context clarify within the body of the work,

making frequent trips to a dictionary unnecessary. There were a few sections that were

theoretically over my head, but their content was not necessary to follow these document to it's

logical conclusion. Bravo!" �Errol McLendon, Taroist, Chicago, IL"Rosengarten's remarkable

work spans the abyss that yawns between psychology and mysticism, and does so without

diminishment to art or science." �Lon Milo DuQuette, Author of Tarot Of Ceremonial Magick --

This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorDr. Arthur

Rosengarten is a licensed clinical psychologist, Diplomate of the American Psychotherpy

Association, and a professional Tarot reader and teacher with twenty-five years of experience



in both disciplines. He is currently in private practice in Encinitas, California. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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professional muscle of contemporary psychotherapy—would seem similar to placing Jesse

“The Body” Ventura in all candor into the same heavyweight ring as Mohammed Ali. The match-

up appears more farcical than feasible (and rather messy besides), though ironically, in some

circles of thought, arguments will no doubt linger on through the night over which of the two

combatants is the true Goliath, and which the true David.By all appearances, I have

endeavored to take just that foolhardy course, evidenced by the book’s ubiquitous title: Tarot

and Psychology. But let it be known that my motive is more one of professional obligation than

underdog bravado. I have witnessed far too much of the stunning psychological elegance and

insightfulness stimulated by the Tarot Method to simply and quietly ride off into the

metaphysical sunset, selfishly hoarding, in effect, my precious satchel of therapeutic gems that

might otherwise bestow great benefit to others. In the pages to follow I have elected instead to

put my cards on the table, as we say, in order to lay out what I believe to be the important

groundwork, both philosophical and practical, for serious usage of Tarot in the service of

enhanced psycho-spiritual exploration.But pitting these two great vehicles of consciousness

against one another (as I have done above) is a terribly mistaken metaphor. Much to the

contrary, Tarot and Psychology should be understood not as dueling enemies but as fighting

lovers. Their essential compatibility is a central theme throughout this book. In part, my task is

to facilitate a troubled relationship in the capacity of (brave and a tad unconventional) marriage

counselor. The initial phase of this treatment has now officially begun, though of course, due to

the enormity of the task at hand I rather suspect by termination the work will remain largely

unfinished. For our purposes, however, the dialogue and the process itself should be

enough.Admittedly, I have taken this case with a bias towards propping-up and making more

accessible the tremendous, under-actualized strengths, talents, and potentials of Tarot. But I do

this with a certain respectful deference and affinity for Psychology as indeed I make my living

as a psychologist and family therapist. The clinician in me knows his primary responsibility is to

treat the relationship itself, or “nonrelationship” as the case may be, comprised of two richly

deserving, mature, though incomplete (and I might add, slightly paranoic) parties. I am

convinced, however, that a happy and prosperous marriage between these two strange

bedfellows is not only desirable, but in fact indispensable for the emergence of a new standard

of mental health and “wellbeingness” in the 21st century—a standard which must deeply and

adeptly strive to integrate spiritual and psychological dimensions into whole spectrums of

human possibility.In the short forewords that follow, two highly esteemed contributors in these

respective areas have written generous and illuminating introductions to this book. I am much

indebted to Lon Milo DuQuette and James A. Hall, M.D. who have encapsulated their own

friendly interludes between Psychology and Tarot, but who have found their way to the party

from distinctly opposite ends of the spectrum.A.R.Foreword 1Lon Milo DuQuettePromise me

never to abandon the sexual theory. That is the most essential thing of all. You see, we must

make a dogma of it, an unshakable bulwark…against the black tide of mud…of occultism.—

Freud writing to Jung, 1913I knew that I would never be able to accept such an attitude. What

Freud seemed to mean by ‘occultism’ was virtually everything that philosophy and religion,

including the rising contemporary science of parapsychology, had learned about the psyche.—

Jung’s reaction to Freud’s statementFor at least five centuries the Tarot has tenaciously

survived the condemnation of church, the persecution of state and the ridicule of academia.

Long the instrument of fortune-tellers and persons of dubious if not felonious character, the

Tarot enters the new millennium still in the guise of a fallen angel. However, unlike Milton’s

rebellious protagonist, the Tarot now hovers dangerously close to redemption. I am pleased but

not at all surprised to learn that these ancient and evocative images are now attracting the



serious attention of modern mental health professionals. Foremost among these is Arthur

Rosengarten, Ph.D. whose provocative and thoroughly readable work is the subject of these

brief words.Since the mid-nineteenth century, adepts of Western Hermeticism have attempted

to demonstrate that the Tarot is constructed in strict conformity with the fundamental principles

of Hebrew mysticism known as the Kabbalah. They asserted that images of the Tarot,

especially those displayed on the 22 trump cards, are visual personifications of various aspects

of Deity which had been categorized with anal retentive zeal by unnamed Hebrew sages at

some time in the distant past.The ancient Hebrew philosophers built upon the scriptural

premise that man was created in the image of God. Later esotericists, observing the

phenomena of repeating patterns in nature and remembering the Hermetic axiom “as above,

so below” tended to agree, albeit with less parochial bias. They reasoned that if the images of

the Tarot were metaphors of aspects of divine consciousness then, it followed, they also must

be reflected on the human level as key components of the psyche—archetypal citizens of the

mind which each of us share with our fellows.While I do not presume to speak with any

measure of authority on matters relating to the field of psychology, I do feel somewhat qualified

to speak on matters touching on Kabbalah and Tarot. It is clear to me that the “mystical”

concept of the archetypal images of the Tarot is identical in essence with those of Jung’s

Universal Collective Unconscious. Moreover, I firmly believe that under certain circumstances

the images of the Tarot can trigger, activate, subdue, direct or empower the specific dynamics

these archetypes represent.Regrettably, few professionals are aware of the practical potential

of the Tarot. Fewer still are as yet willing to risk the condemnation of colleagues by embarking

upon a course of study that would enable them to skillfully employ this tool in a therapeutic

environment. A master of both disciplines, Dr. Rosengarten remains somewhat immune to such

concerns. He is a pioneer in the purest sense of the word. Not only has he courageously

ventured into uncharted territory, he has lingered along the way to break ground and erect

landmarks for the benefit of those who will inevitably follow.Ironically, the antagonism, real or

imagined, that exists between the Tarot and Psychology parallels in many respects the

fundamental differences between Eastern and Western mysticism. The Eastern mystic, by

tradition (and perhaps because of temperament), is taught to quietly plunge inwardly to meet

the myriad facets of self on their own turf. Furthermore, to overcome the distractions of mind

which hinder this inner self-communion he or she strives with ruthless meditative fervor to

virtually assassinate the harpies of thought, creating as it were a vacuum into which pure

illumination will theoretically pour.The Western mind, on the other hand, prefers to deal

objectively with subjective matters. We want to reach in, personify them, pull them out, throw

them down in front of us and have it out with them here and now. But dealing objectively with

internal realities is impossible if one is unable to recognize and engage them as such. For what

more perfect tool could one ask than a deck of colorful archetypal images that can be

manipulated at will in nearly infinite combination. As the author points out:In a typical ten card

spread, the chances of reproducing an exact duplication are simply staggering when one

calculates the probability from a deck of 78 highly differentiated cards. But with Tarot, a

transpersonal commonality is equally brought to bear upon human individuality and difference.

This perhaps is why Tarot’s light shines through all quadrants of the psychological universe and

may be applicable in varying degrees to diverse theoretical persuasions.The symbolic

language of Tarot compacts multiple levels of meaning into each card illustration and

synchronistically one soon learns that there are no accidents in Tarot (or life), or put differently,

accidents themselves are inherently meaningful. Universal themes of human experience unfold

within original permutations of the Tarot matrix, reflecting countless variations on common



myths, such as the perennial stages of human suffering and attainment, the psychological

tasks and demands of human development, and the mysteries and potentials of the human

spirit.Rosengarten’s landmark work spans the abyss that yawns between Psychology and

mysticism. Remarkably, it does so without diminishment to either art or science; indeed, both

are immeasurably enriched by his unique contributions. It is obvious that this is a work written

primarily for the continuing education of mental health professionals. (Certainly its meticulous

notes, exhaustive references, bibliography and heroic index set it apart from nearly every book

on Tarot ever published.) Nevertheless, we of the Tarot/metaphysical community should

welcome it with particular gratitude and interest for it offers us a rare and entirely new look at

an ancient tradition.—Lon Milo DuQuette, Newport Beach, California, 1999Creator and author

of Tarot of Ceremonial MagickForeword 2James A. Hall, M.D.I have been aware of Tarot since

my adolescence but considered it simply a method of fortune telling. During my studies in

Zurich, I first appreciated its deeper meaning. Jung was interested in many divination systems

—astrology, geomancy, I Ching, and Tarot — and asked some of his inner circle to undertake

studies of them. Linda Fiertz choose to study Tarot. After her death, her son Heinrich, a

psychiatrist, carried on her studies. While at the Jung Institute, I arranged to take a private

tutorial course on Tarot with Dr. Fiertz.It opened my eyes to the deeper symbolic meaning of

Tarot. The Major Arcana or trumps seem to be nothing less than an outline of the usual

individuation process itself—so far as it can be outlined. Laying aside two cards (No. 1, The

Magician, and The Fool, which is 0), the Major Arcana can be laid out in numbered sequence

in four columns of five rows each, revealing an overall developmental pattern as well as a

logical movement within each row. For example, Row 1 begins with the High Priestess, card 1,

the very beginning of psychological development. In the popular Rider-Waite deck the robe of

the High Priestess can be easily imagined as the origin of the river which is seen in other

trumps. Next is The Empress, card 3, taken psychologically to be the emotional awareness of

change. She is followed by card 4, The Emperor, signifying that the change is now a conscious

thought. Last in this first row is trump 5, The Hierophant, who knows the thought well enough to

proclaim it: He knows that he knows.Similar developmental movements can be found in other

rows, as well as other meanings that suggest an overall symbolic outline of the course of

psychological development that begins with The Magician and ends with The Fool. These

beginning and ending images are both profoundly ambivalent. The Magician has on the table

before him symbols of the four suits analogous to Jung’s four functions:Cups = FeelingSwords

= ThinkingPentacles = SensationWands = IntuitionThe Magician can be seen either as the

conscious ego responsibly adjudicating the proper proportion of the functions or as the heroic

ego trying to manipulate to achieve his/her own conscious goals, while ignoring the

unconscious call to wholeness rather than perfection of the dominant function. The very best

view of The Magician is to envision him as a conduit of force from a higher realm traveling

through the wand in his upraised right hand to a lower realm to which his left hand points.

Likewise, The Fool can be imagined either as a foolish dreamer unaware that he is about to

step over a precipice or as one who has integrated the four functions to such a degree that

everything works to protect him. Even his dog pulls him back from a misstep.For three decades

this understanding of Tarot served me well in my private life. A Tarot reading, like other

projective devices such as sandtrays, could make me rethink my attitudes, allowing for

unconscious or tacit factors I had neglected. In addition, Tarot carried the overtones of some

mysterious transpersonal force that might be at work. In my practice, though, I used Tarot

images only in amplifying dreams and sandtrays. Not until I read Dr. Rosengarten’s manuscript

was I aware of the potential of Tarot. If I were still in practice, I would certainly try using it. I held



back before for fear of creating a shamanistic transference, implying that I, like a card reader,

was in touch with occult forces.Rosengarten discusses this problem (p. 40), pointing out (p. 86)

thatwhen a reading is particularly meaningful, the therapeutic process itself is elevated, at least

for the moment, to a level of transcendence that can only be described as an almost mystical

reverence shared by client and therapist alike for some unseen intelligence at work.This is

congruent with the recent tendency to view transference/countertransference as a

transformative field which, if effective, changes both analyst and analysand.Tarot is probably

the parent or the child of our familar deck of playing cards minus the 22 trumps and the four

Knights. “As many people know,” explains Dr. Rosengarten, “modern playing cards are

intimately tied to Tarot cards, both structurally and historically, and there has been a chicken-or-

egg controversy for years over which came first.” The use of the two decks is vastly different. “In

Tarot, the game is your life as a whole, or stated more subjectively, your self.” Interestingly, the

author explains the deletion of the Tarot Knights — “…a few scholars have conjectured this

omission [of the Knights] was likely due to their dangerous associations to the Knights Templar,

a controversial secret society of religious mercenaries which flourished during the

Crusades” (p. 12).Several impressive case examples illustrate the author’s incorporation of

Tarot in his clinical practice. I find particularly striking his description of how a group Tarot

reading revealed hidden conflicts in a well-established group of women. Although there is

doubt that mantic methods are demonstrable scientifically, the author makes a brave attempt

with perpetrators and victims of domestic violence. The author makes one innovation in the

classic Celtic Cross spread, adding an 11th card called ‘gift and guide’ drawn by the

therapist.In his summary, the author enumerates advantages of incorporating Tarot in many

psychotherapies. In discussing one advantage, he quotes well-known Tarot researcher Cynthia

Giles: “The querent doesn’t usually put up defenses against divination the way a patient puts

up defenses against therapy”(p. 42). There is no blindness though, to the disadvantages or

even prohibition of using Tarot in some cases. As always, the psychotherapist must use his/her

clinical judgment. In certain clinical situations, contrary to Giles’ suggestion, Rosengarten has

found:Tarot may actually be more threatening to a client than traditional therapy. For those

clients who are in great need of mothering, for instance, or who have strong dependency and

transference issues, no matter what special insight the cards may provide, such individuals will

still likely prefer the parental attention and approval of a surrogate object in the guise of a flesh

and blood therapist over any transcendent or divined source. (pp. 42-43)Even in suitable cases,

the method should be used sparingly (“I, for instance, typically will bring Tarot into a course of

psychological treatment no more frequently than three or four times a year”). What are suitable

times to introduce Tarot into the therapy process? The author offers this guidance:The most

favorable times for introducing Tarot come when ordinary attempts to resolve or understand a

problem have been unsatisfactory, a plateau period over many sessions has brought

stagnation, deeper and more dynamic objectives are desired, the number of available sessions

is inadequate to access underlying themes, or finally, future goals and vision are sought

through a non-ego-mediated source (that is, beyond the known frames of reference of client

and therapist alike). At such times, the Tarot method can serve to forward the process nicely.

(p. 45)Among the three schools of Jungian thought that have thus far evolved—classical,

developmental, and archetypal/imaginal—this use of Tarot will seem more compatible to

classic and imaginal therapists rather than those emphasizing a developmental paradigm,

which relies heavily on the analysis of transference/countertransference. Moreover, the use of

Tarot (or any mantic method) calls attention to a growing-edge tendency to conceptualize the

two persons of the analyzing dyad as contained within a transpersonal field that effects,



contains but is superordinate to both of them.Were I still in practice, I would test for myself the

integration of Tarot (and other mantic methods) into analysis, something this book has given

me courage to attempt. I realize that this would be part of a larger question that may have no

rational answer, or rather, a rational answer that depends on previous irrational assumptions—

where do you choose to draw the line dividing psychotherapy and life?—James A. Hall, M.D.,

Dallas, Texas, 1999Author of Jungian Dream Interpretation and The Jungian

ExperienceIntroductionWhere there is no vision, people perish.—Proverbs 29:18An

unseasonably warm October evening on the North Shore of Chicago found me sitting on a

large hotel ballroom stage among 20 or so of the nation’s leading Tarot experts. We were

assembled for a panel discussion that would launch the first World Tarot Congress, a three-day

conference sponsored by the International Tarot Society. The upbeat gathering of several

hundred seemed set for the prospect of awakening or, at least, bucking the fates. The room

was rich in red carpet, soft chairs, and flowers everywhere. A colorfully-clad audience of men

and women hailing from some 40 states and three continents comprised what would become

in the year 1997 the first ever Tarot event of this magnitude.Frankly, as the only clinician on the

panel it hadn’t yet dawned on me how misplaced I would feel through much of the weekend,

especially given the floral scents and the aureole lights of the crystal chandeliers that lifted the

large hall. That is, not until the moderator asked each expert to comment on the following

question: “Is Tarot primarily reflective or predictive?” It was our surprise topic for debate. As

other panelists began their intelligent elucidations, my own brain neurons apparently stopped

firing. That I was deeply ensconsed in a writing project over the past year addressing this very

topic (the book, in fact, you are reading now) was of little help.I fumbled through an answer

when the microphone reached my hand, referring to my pet Husserlian notion of the

“possibilizing and diaphanizing” of experience, but I was clearly dissociated from my own

response. Apparently obvious to the others, the question seemed utterly paradoxical to me. I

ruminated philosophically. Reflective or predictive of what exactly? I felt stuck in that troubling

intuitive quandary, certain the answer was as close to my thoughts as my nose yet I was

unable to see it. I tried to organize my mind. Reason was usually good for such things. Was the

question referring to behavior, cognition, emotion, narration, the unconscious, the lived

moment, karma, libidinal object-seeking, all or none of the above? Could not Tarot be both

reflective and predictive simultaneously, I wondered, plus a few other things besides? Like

‘creative’ for instance, in the sense of bringing new possibilities into focus. Was this perhaps so

obvious it required no further comment? Had my brain simply stopped, or was my sudden

mental density a product of its over-working?Disregarding its absurdity, I tried to imagine how

different it might be if the same topic was discussed before an assembly of psychologists and

related clinicians, say at the annual APA Convention. Experimentalists, I figured, would quickly

define the parameters within which prediction could be measured and studied. Cognitive-

behaviorists would insist that divinatory effects were caused by the Tarot card’s stimulus of

cognitions and core assumptions about self. Dynamic therapists would specify predictive “for its

activation of internalized object representations,” and Jungians would emphasize reflective “of

compensatory oppositions between ego and archetype.” Settling nothing, I continued to hold

court. Humanists, I noted, would likely insist upon individual uniqueness and forego prediction

altogether in favor of reflection, followed by the constructivists quickly reminding us that both

predictions and reflections were intrinsically self-narrative fictions. Lastly, the

phenomenologists, still fresh in my mind, would reframe the question to emphasize the

individual’s experience of Tarot itself, independent of its reflective or predictive properties.The

reverie became my private leitmotif on through the busy weekend. I sensed that any such



change of venue would not appreciably relieve my confusion, but if I had to choose I’d probably

lean towards the phenomenological solution. What exactly was the experience of Tarot

anyway? Everyone seemed to be talking about it, but no one had quite taken the bull by the

horn. The idea comforted me, even afterwards on my flight back to San Diego, that is, until the

other shoe dropped. I thought I had left it in my hotel closet. Now somewhere high above

Denver, it wasn’t the plane’s descent that brought me tumbling down to earth, but rather the

casual conversation that had ensued with the professionally-dressed passenger sitting to my

right.“Business in Chicago?” he asked.“Sort of,” I replied, “I was presenting at a

conference.”“Oh really, what do you do?” he asked.“I’m a clinical psychologist in private

practice,” I said.“No kidding. What was the conference on?” he asked, turning his body more in

my direction, like he cared.“Tarot.” I say.“What?” He looked puzzled. “You mean eh….”“That’s

right, Tarot cards.” I over-nodded, and then blurted out. “You know, those little cards used for

fortune-telling?”There I said it myself, shame on me! I suppose I was simply trying to make it

easier to put together, but once again I was reminded of the awkwardness and mystification

that seems to follow my restless commitment to blend these strange bedfellows, Psychology

and Tarot. That was the real problem as far as I was concerned. How to explain Tarot to those

who would use it properly for the greatest good—individuals who desired greater spirituality in

their lives, including the benefits of psychological insight and depth, without the baggage of

affiliation that invariably accompanies any single set of beliefs. Tarot, they will soon find,

operates on many levels of profound meaning from a purely non-affiliated platform in the truest

sense. Tarot makes accessible to awareness a full spectrum of psychological and spiritual

possibility with little preference for its user’s qualifications or beliefs. Rather magically, one

might say, Tarot captures the heartbeat of experience. This fact alone should make the deck of

human possibility, as I call it, immediately relevant to helping professionals who deal with the

heartbeat of experience daily.Most Tarot books today, however, are devoted primarily to tracing

the historical development of the deck or to describing the interpretative significance of the

cards. The use of Tarot as an oracle for creating awareness and gaining insight into particular

symptoms, problems or questions—i.e., Tarot divination—is often mentioned as an

afterthought, alongside other meditational exercises and alternative spread configurations. Yet

in the 20th century, the vast majority of individuals who have discovered the wonders and

mysteries of Tarot have done so through experiences of divination. Card reading, without a

doubt, is Tarot’s most beguiling and potentially beneficial enterprise. Why dance around the

magic? Yet for Tarot to continue to evolve into the 21st century (and beyond) it must have a

stronger application emphasis, that is, it must be relevant, accessible, and meaningful to the

changing contours of people’s lives. It must resonate with all who seek greater meaning,

creativity, and awareness, not simply with small segments of the New Age.Back to my faux pas

over Denver, I would soon discover this slip had served its own purpose. I vowed then and

there to redirect my writing efforts to therapists, analysts, counselors and other helping

professionals who were themselves navigating the mercurial currents of a service industry in

significant turmoil. They, I felt, were most like myself—dismayed by the corporatization of

psychotherapy and eager to reinvigorate the excitement and intellectual challenge that once

brought them into the field to begin with.Next I would address those intelligent students of life

and the so-called “human experiment” who continually desire more understanding and insight

into their own inner workings. I hoped that an in-depth exploration of Tarot presented by a

practicing psychologist grounded in more conventional means might coax them a little closer to

a realm often derided as “New Age” or occult. I believed as well that serious researchers,

philosophers, and scholars interested in the emerging science of ‘consciousness’ might



discover in Tarot certain unique and compelling examples of a transpersonal intelligence

readily accessible through a method that capitalized on, of all things, random selection and

synchronicity.Finally, I wanted to offer some new ground to those seasoned tarotists,

hermeticists, artists, mystics, magicians, and sundry esoteric thinkers who were interested to

learn more of Tarot’s psychological and therapeutic properties and possibilities. Psychology, I

would show them, is intrinsic to both the structure and the method of Tarot itself.As we shall

see in the chapters that follow, our subject matter will sway in the gentle breeze that flows

between theory and practice. Its ground will be thickly covered in the green mosses of human

imagination where it will seek strong and healthy roots in the dynamic landscape of

contemporary psychotherapy. May we proceed through this burgeoning “forest of souls” in good

faith.—Art RosengartenEncinitas, California, 1999I. THE TAROT OF PSYCHOLOGY1. The

Deck of PossibilityBy asking for the impossible, obtain the best possible.—Italian ProverbThe

Wheel of TarotIn my therapy office is mounted a very large spinning wheel. It’s a quieter

version of those glitzy Wheels of Fortune one finds in gambling casinos. This wheel too was

designed for spinning in some game of chance or ‘luck’. From its steel hub at the center are

long, alternating, black and white rays that extend outwards to the periphery where formerly

was pasted a full deck of 52 playing cards around the outer ring. A brief hypnotic effect is felt in

the wheel’s turning, accompanied by rapid clapping sounds reminiscent of the sweet pattering

of baseball cards fastened to the spokes of a child’s bicycle. The faster the spin, the more

triumphant the patter. At the top of the wheel, bordering my ceiling, a plastic red pointer marks

the ‘winning’ card upon completion of each rotation. Years ago, my wife found this marvelous

contraption hanging in a local bookstore, presumably there as some interesting art piece, and

managed to persuade the store owner to sell it to us.Like some crazed pirate of metaphysics

back to his lair, I at once took great pleasure in methodically replacing the pasted playing cards

with a deck of Tarot cards. A little glue made the correction completely operational in no more

than an hour. Unfortunately, however, there were only enough spots on the original wheel to

accommodate 52 cards, that is, merely the Lesser Arcana of Tarot (minus four cards). The

elitist in me quickly judged he could survive quite nicely without those servile young Pages

adorned in their natty Elizabethan plumes and summarily excused all four from their ‘wheel-

duty’, thereby downsizing to the standard 52. As many people know, modern playing cards are

intimately tied to Tarot cards, both structurally and historically, and there has been a chicken-or-

egg controversy for years over which came first.Playing cards are roughly equivalent to the

Minor (or Lesser) Arcana of Tarot. Both have the familiar Ace to Ten progression in four suits,

with Tarot adding a Knight to each standard court trio of Jack (or Page), Queen, and King. The

Knights of Tarot were inexplicably removed from modern playing cards sometime during their

600-year history, though a few scholars have conjectured this omission was likely due to their

dangerous associations to the Knights Templar, a controversial secret society of religious

mercenaries which flourished during the Crusades, and to this day continues to stimulate

intriguing speculation over its true (hidden) agenda. Tarot history, however, is not a subject

matter this work explores in any depth.But, returning to the matter at hand, we might say that

playing cards are Tarot cards devoid of symbolic significance. The Suit of Diamonds in playing

cards, for instance, corresponds to the Suit of Disks or Pentacles in Tarot; Hearts correspond

to the Suit of Cups, Clubs to the Suit of Wands, and Spades to the Suit of Swords. That each of

these suits and cards are symbolically encoded with profound spectrums of spiritual and

psychological meaning is lost, however, on modern card players. The card player sees in his

cards one-dimensional signs of numeric value signifying known and established quantities.

Three of a kind, for instance, always exceeds two pair, just as two 8’s are always ‘higher’ than



two 7’s. The card reader, on the other hand, sees in his ‘hand’ multidimensional symbols of

personal meaning that point to mysterious possibilities of experience. There is no competition

per se in cartomancy (divination by cards), nor are higher and lower values immediately

discernible.In addition to the 56 cards of the Minor Arcana there is a second set of so-called

‘power cards’ in Tarot. These comprise what is termed the Major or Greater Arcana, and

consist of 22 essential ‘keys’ or ‘trumps’. Their obvious correspondence in Psychology is to the

archetypes of Jung’s collective unconscious. Trump cards, as they are called, are sequentially

numbered and descriptively titled from Trump I (The Magician) to XXI (The World). Of this

second set, only the un-numbered Fool card (accounting for the 22nd trump) has survived in

modern playing cards under the guise of the lowly and unappreciated Joker. Together then, the

Minor and Major Arcanas combine to form the complete Tarot deck of 78 cards.The Game of

Your SelfIn this book I will lay the groundwork for approaching Tarot as a tool of significant

psychological and spiritual usefulness and discuss its relevance to contemporary

psychotherapy. Though I use Tarot quite sparingly in my own clinical practice, as much and

often as the situation allows, I have witnessed on countless occasions Tarot’s fantastic

therapeutic properties firsthand. I mention my converted Tarot Wheel because the wheel itself

serves as a fitting metaphor for the Tarot. Tarot is the Wheel of Life and the Wheel of Fortune,

the Native American Medicine Wheel and the Buddhist Dharma Wheel. It is the wheel of your

mind and the wheel of all human possibility. Its evolving and unfolding nature captures the

circularity and dynamic turning of the seasons, the cycling and spiraling of change, and the

‘roundness’ and indeed the wholeness of the human psyche and its potential.The actual

spinning contraption in my office described earlier, in principle, operates along the basic rules

for random selection that Tarot usage requires. Instead of shuffling the cards ten times or more

(what mathematicians have demonstrated necessary to fully ‘naturalize’ a deck of 78), here

one simply takes a spin. The procedure is direct and simple: ask a question such as “how

should I attend to x,” then empty the mind of distraction, make a random selection from a large

set of meaningful possibilities, apply the given answer to the original question, and see (attend

to) what you get. [To insure reliability, I’ve had my handyman install two new well-lubed, deluxe,

pillar bearing-blocks so that no flawed mechanical effect would be detected in the wheel’s

rotation.]Loosely speaking, this is what is meant by ‘divination’ and is how the Tarot method is

set in motion. It requires, contrary to an habitual Western mental reflex (challenged later when

we examine casusative vs. Synchronistic preferences of psychological explanation), the placing

of supreme trust in the natural intelligence that collects momentarily around events, thereby

awakening a non-linear mode of perception through what I respectfully call ‘sacred’ or

‘empowered’ randomness. Rather than seeking to determine above all else the ‘cause’ of a

given effect, asking why or perhaps ‘how’ did such and such occur, instead one is encouraged

to openly explore spontaneous patterns and simultaneous occurrences, asking in effect “what

is reflected?” in this event. In Tarot, the blind selection undertaken with the intent to see and

understand more clearly and expansively, i.e., “empowered randomness,” opens the doors of

perception to many new and interesting spectrums of possibility.But with such talk of

spontaneous patterns, spinning wheels, and playing cards, some readers may conclude that

Tarot is rather like a game, and in fact, in certain respects it is. Tarot is a game inasmuch as life

is a game, unfolding through a process of choices, strategies, random events, discoveries,

victories and defeats. Conventional games are often effective tools of learning and are

themselves no strangers to the serious enterprise of counseling and psychotherapy practice.

Therapists are familiar with well-designed play therapies involving games which are often

essential in the treatment of children and adolescents. For adults, therapeutic games cover an



assortment of role-playing exercises and the like, such as psychodrama, guided imagery,

expressive arts therapy, and sandtray therapy. Games are also used in many well established

assessment tools like the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) that measures IQ by

utilizing puzzles, math and word games, etc., and the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) which

uses ambiguous photographs to stimulate projective storytelling.When introduced into a clinical

setting, quite a few other techniques as well are structured as games and require a client’s

gamesmanship. Game-related activities develop important abilities and attributes such as

creative imagination, problem-solving, self-expression, plotting strategy, competitive tasking,

skill and coordination, planning, risk taking, storytelling, spontaneity, winning and losing, and

even a little humor as well. Unlike games based strictly on competition or entertainment,

psychological games have the underlying purpose of cognitive or emotional development and

assessment. In Tarot, the game is your life as a whole, or stated more subjectively, the game is

your self. The game board is the ‘spread’, and the ‘pieces’ are the 78 cards themselves. The

object is not winning, but learning.Interestingly enough, one of the more intriguing (though

outdated) myths regarding Tarot’s historical origins suggests that its gaming appearance was a

deliberate diversion by its original makers. The theory is attributed to the 19th century Spanish-

born physician, Theosophist, and Kabbalist, Dr. Gerard Encausse, better known as Papus.

According to Papus, writing in The Tarot of the Bohemians, the secrets of Tarot were

deliberately obscured by its creators who ingeniously hid them in the form of an alluring

popular game for public consumption, thus slyly employing this tactical maneuver to preserve

Tarot’s longevity, believing as they did in the game’s enduring appeal when compared to

religious practice. Ascribing Tarot’s authorship to the ancient Egyptian priesthood as was the

fashion of his day, Papus thus speculated:At first [the priests] thought of confiding these

secrets to virtuous men secretly recruited by the Initiates themselves, who would transmit them

from generation to generation. But one priest, observing that virtue is a most fragile thing, and

most difficult to find, at all events in a continuous line, proposed to confide the scientific

traditions to vice [i.e. gaming]. The latter, he said, would never fail completely, and through it we

are sure of a long and durable preservation of our principles. This opinion was evidently

adopted, and the game chosen as a vice was preferred.1Today from a postmodernist

perspective, however, we see that speculations such as these, whether convincing or

conflated, rest ultimately in the mental constructions of their authors, not necessarily in the

events they describe. But this alone is not sufficient cause to dismiss their psychological merit

and interest. Human imagination need not conform to historic fact or physical reality for its

validity when put in the service of man’s soul or psyche. While at times troubling to intellect,

surely the sublime creations of the artist, from Blake to Van Gogh, and the otherworldly visions

of the mystic, from Ramana Maharshi to Teilhard de Chardin, inspire us beyond our intellects to

ever deepening levels of psychic reality, for abstraction and symbolism have a timeless quality.

But they hardly confer any satisfactory measure of reason or usefulness in regards to our

knowledge of the physical world or the historical record. Carl Jung once wrote:When we

consider the history of humanity, we see only the dim mirror of tradition. What really happened

escapes historical research, for the real historical happening is deeply hidden, lived by all and

perceived by none. It is the most private, most subjective, psychic life and experience. Wars,

dynasties, social revolutions, conquests, and religions are all the most superficial symptoms of

a secret psychic fundamental attitude in the individual, unknown to him and therefore not

recorded by any chronicler. The great events of world history are in themselves of small

importance. What is important in the final reckoning is only the subjective life of the

individual.2Papus’ theory of deliberate obfuscation, deemed unlikely today because no physical



evidence whatsoever supports Tarot’s Egyptian roots, opens us to another more palatable and

interesting possibility of psychological meaning regardless of its factual error. When taken as

an imaginative construction of a 19th century occultist, rather than any historical truth per se, in

the least we glimpse upon a subjective archetypal theme running through Tarot itself, that is,

the paradox of gaming, gambling and the myth of ‘luck’ (Fortune).The phenomenon points as

well to a central and related theme of postmodernist psychological theory known as the

principle of ‘foundationlessness.’ Constructivists believe we do not view the world ‘as it is’ but

only as a product of our cognitive operations. That is, we impute meaning to our perceptions

rather than apprehend pure impressions or sensations. Because we add meaning to our

perceptions, there is no knowledge free of our presuppositions. Our beliefs in all cases are

without foundation in themselves, but point instead to the cognitive structures which construct

subjective meaning from experience. More will be said of this notion in the chapters to come.A

Tool for Self-ExplorationIn the construction of this book, Tarot is viewed not simply as a game

but more importantly as a powerful tool and method for psychological exploration. Its modern

resurgence, as witnessed by as many as 300 different decks commercially available today, has

been spurred mostly to facilitate creative discovery, the intuitive arts, and diverse spiritual

practices. Particularly over the past three decades, by so entrusting themselves to this unusual

and admittedly strange-sounding procedure, many people throughout the world have

rediscovered Tarot’s unique wonders, wisdom, and mysteries. If Tarot’s uncanny knack for

mirroring subjective experience remains its most potentially beneficial enterprise, as I believe,

then unquestionably the 78 cards themselves, these magical little creatures of imagination—

extraordinary systematized symbolic pictures which claim to contain the countless variations of

human choice and possibility—are Tarot’s heart and soul.Yet for all the minor fascination this

arcane tool has evoked, its correct message has not been adequately communicated to those

who would put it to greatest use. For Tarot to evolve on any meaningful scale into the 21st

century (and beyond) it must have a stronger application emphasis, utility, and accessibility;

that is, it must speak compellingly to people’s lives. In this regard clinical usage would seem a

natural context for a technique which, as we shall see, offers so many psychological

opportunities and benefits.Unfortunately for Tarot, however, it has often lacked the

sophistication, precision, empiricism, training, and code of ethics that have served modern

psychology and related disciplines well. In this laundry list of Tarot’s professional shortcomings,

however, I stop short at any attempt towards ‘standardization’, as the thought itself is abhorrent

to the essential vitality and versatility of this intuitive art, and would surely more stifle than

guarantee its effective implementation. That is why I prefer to think of the cards as carrying

“spectrums of possibility” based on sound philosophical and psychological grounds that allow

Tarot to maintain its matrix of great diversity, creativity, and universality. This framework is a

central theme of this work.To the mainstream psychological provider today, increasingly under

toe of the scientific imprimaturs of academic research and the shifting market forces of clinical

practice, Tarot card reading has carried a dubious aura of association with storefront

fortunetellers, European occultists, psychic hotlines and New Age faddists. This is an

understandable, but nevertheless unfortunate, development. The correct message has not

gotten out. And the problem cuts both ways.In the compartmentalizing and downsizing trends

of the 1990’s, serious Tarot practitioners have in turn often steered away from the institutions

and professions where their efforts might otherwise contribute to the society at large. Both

sides, it seems, have grown either oblivious or suspicious of the other, and perhaps

unconsciously, each has tended to re-emphasize the more mutually alienating aspects of their

differences. Psychology has tended to rededicate its drive towards experimentation, symptom



relief, pharmacology, the brain, the medical model, and corporatization. Tarot has tended to

branch out into specialty schools of exotic spiritual, feminist, occult, commercial, offbeat,

mythological, and artistic imagination. In many ways the gap seems to be widening, not

lessening. The biggest loser should this trend continue, is undoubtedly the human imagination

in search of psychological meaning and depth.This book attempts to bridge the gap by

removing from Tarot its misappropriated gypsy garb and occultic forays through psychological

territory. Those things may be well served for particular small segments of enthusiasts, but in

themselves they will never bring Tarot the larger recognition and application that it needs and it

richly deserves. The message that is presented in the chapters that follow is concerned

particularly with the Tarot method, insights, and implications that have emerged from extensive

readings, study, research, and experimentation over the past 25 years of personal and clinical

practice.It is my hope that new generations of psychological explorers will be inspired to pick

up the Magician’s baton, so to speak, and run with it wisely. I also feel confident this method

will appeal to the swelling appetites of a good many of my intuitively eager (and

undernourished) contemporaries in the transitioning psychotherapy arts. I claim no final word

on any of the matters discussed; but to the contrary, I only hope to initiate a more serious

investigation of Tarot’s psychological possibilities. In many respects I am no more than a Tarot

novice myself, without years of advanced training in other related divinatory and hermetic arts

such as astrology, alchemy, I Ching, magick, or arguably Tarot’s closest esoteric ally, The Holy

Kabbalah. Certainly expertise in such studies will deepen a tarotist’s perspective and

execution, but then again, so will graduate study of mythology, world history, Western and

Eastern philosophy, art, anthropology, language, literature, mathematics, physics, psychology,

psychiatry and religion. Nevertheless, my experience over many years has made it quite clear

to me that one need not master these profound subjects before deriving significant value from

Tarot, particularly in the practical realms of self-knowledge and human service. What is far

more valuable for the beginner is his or her genuine enthusiasm and sincerity, ability to

suspend disbelief, and courage to experiment.The Talking CurePsychology, of course, in the

largest sense, is a subject which applies to us all, whether therapist, client, or as we in the

trade say lovingly, “normaloid.” You are right now, for instance, perceiving, understanding,

imagining, processing, investing, defending, storing, retrieving, smelling, touching, eating,

judging, hating, desiring, anticipating, dismissing, resisting, or absolutely resonating to the

words on this page entirely through the operations of your individual psyches. Try as we may,

there is no escaping Psychology short of death, and even there we don’t know for certain.

Being concerned with the deep study of human nature, as Theodore Roszak (1995) points out,

the field of psychology itself “is inherently speculative…with no choice but to work from

hunches, inspired guesses, and intuition.”3 This is certainly the case with Tarot and Psychology

as well, especially as ancient models of wisdom are presented within modern and postmodern

parameters for which few real precedents are known to exist.Though the nature of the material

under consideration lends itself quite naturally to the Jungian/analytical approach, I will be

arguing essentially for an integrationist stance (eclecticism) which will be presented in Chapter

IV. Given my humanistic roots, I tend to shy away from a heavy-handed reductive analysis of

psychopathology, as it often tends to eclipse a fair and humane profile of the whole individual.

Nor do I believe that ponderous scholarly amplifications involving curious historic connections

to psychological content are especially helpful in typical counseling situations. I prefer to think

in terms of awareness, obstructions and possibilities, though in this study encouragement is

given to students and practitioners of all theoretical backgrounds. I ask all to consider the Tarot

from a vantage point that is both comfortable and consistent with their own clinical



preferences.But before we can take our discussion much further and do justice to our aspiration

—the blending of Tarot and Psychology—it will first be helpful to picture some real life

examples of Tarot in action, particularly for those who are entirely new to the subject. In the

following chapter, therefore, I will present three introductory vignettes as representatives of

Tarot when used in a healing context.Notes1Giles, Cynthia, The Tarot: History, Mystery, and

Lore; Simon and Schuster (Fireside) New York, 1992, p. 35.2Jung, C. G. The Collected Works

(Bollingen Series XXVII); Trans. R.F.C. Hull. Princeton University Press, p.553Roszak,

Theodore, Gomes, Mary E., Kanner, Allen D., Ecopsychology: Restoring the Earth/Healing the

Mind; Sierra Club Books, San Francisco, 1995, p. 14.2. Healing Contexts: Three VignettesTurn

your face to the sun and the shadows fall behind you.—Maori proverbWhat follows are three

vignettes of Tarot divination when utilized psychotherapeutically. They were selected from

potentially hundreds of examples mostly because they continue to stick with me after so many

years, and each I believe captures a distinct and familiar flavor of the process. But as we shall

come to appreciate, every Tarot reading is an original event unto itself, non-replicable per se in

its particulars, and can be judged as valid and meaningful ultimately only through the

subjective experience of its recipient. In this way it is not different than a human relationship, a

spiritual experience, a flavor of ice cream, or a work of art.A Women’s Support GroupSeveral

years ago I was invited to speak to an ongoing women’s support group about Tarot. I wanted to

discuss the conditions under which experimenting with divination were most opportune and

offered to make a small demonstration of the cards. The ladies seemed receptive to anything I

might offer and gladly consented. The group was comprised of 12 to 15 college educated,

mostly middle-aged, affluent, professional women who had been meeting monthly for some

three or four years. Meetings rotated between members’ homes and typically followed a potluck

dinner. Few had experienced Tarot first hand, but everyone appeared curious.What then took

place was typical of the Tarot process, and I think instructive of its natural therapeutic agency

when used in groups. Members sat in a circle around a coffee table and were given the

preliminary task of formulating an agreed upon question, itself of course, three-quarters of the

battle. Then they were encouraged to meditatively empty their minds of all expectation and

distraction, shuffle or cut the cards mindfully as we passed the deck around the table, and with

the help of several volunteers to randomly select four cards from the face-down, fanned deck,

without turning them over. I placed these four unseen selections in their spread positions on

the table. In the brief reading format utilized, only the 22 trumps were used; four were picked,

and the fifth was determined by the numeric addition and then reduction of the first four cards,

a common convention of this ancient artform. The fixed positions of the Five-Card Spread

were: (1) What Is Working For Us, (2) What Is Working Against Us, (3) What We Know, (4)

What We Don’t Know, and the final position, (5) What We Need.After a productive ten minutes

of sorting through individual query ideas, it was not hard to determine the most compelling

question of the bunch: What is the future direction of this group? I explained that after turning

the first two cards in the spread (Working For Us/Working Against Us) I would begin by giving a

brief explanation of each card’s established spectrum of meaning, including the dynamic

tension existing between cards, and then ask the group members for their own personal

associations to each card in the context of the question asked and the spread position in focus.

What happened next was entirely unexpected by group members (though perhaps quite

familiar to tarotists).The very first card turned was Death reversed. To say the least, not the

most tactful way to launch a reading, particularly as the invited guest. But what made the

selection even stranger was the fact that it fell in the predesignated position: ‘Working For Us’.

What, I wondered aloud, might this mean? I should emphasize that responding in this way is



itself instructive of the proper approach to be taken towards a divination, directing one down

quite a different road of inquiry than if one were to more authoritatively ask “is this true or

false?” or exclaim “this means x.” The former attitude directs the endeavor towards

introspection, a sense of mystery and possibility, the latter towards conscious evaluation,

review, judgment and conclusion. Though sometimes helpful, the latter attitude narrows the

spectrum of possibility.I then suggested to the rather baffled ladies that Death’s reversal

occurring paradoxically in this favorable position pointed to some significant inner change that

was emerging in the group’s unfolding. Furthermore, I noted that the card was primarily

concerned with endings and new beginnings, and its reversal suggested either some denial or

resistance to such change, or else (vertically speaking, as we shall learn later) the

transformation alluded to was operating internally within individuals, and referred more to a

subjective dimension, i.e., an “ego death” of sorts. The group mulled this over with little

comment.Moving next to the second position—‘Working against Us’—I turned The Empress

card. Here I briefly described the ‘earth-motherly’ attributes of The Empress—emotional

support, fertility, unconditional love, passion, healing and so forth, and explained the

positioning had curiously suggested that such qualities were apparently not working so well for

this group’s future direction. In fact, according to the reading, they were approaching something

of a disaster. What might this mean? Again I deferred back to group members. Up to that

moment, I must say, the energy in the room had been genuinely quite friendly, supportive,

accepting, and welcoming (that is, remarkably Empress-like), as one might expect from a

group of warm and bright women who had been meeting together in this way for years. Now,

after two measly Tarot cards, hot steam and dragon fire began erupting like Mt. Saint Helens.

Tarot, it seems, had presented an opportunity to air certain grievances, apparently quite

atypical of this group’s normal functioning (I was later to learn).One woman flatly announced

she was planning to leave the group but had been waiting for months to find the appropriate

opening to announce her intention. People were shocked to hear it. She was obviously

responding to the cards, but made no mention of them. Another woman said she resented the

tendency of “certain members” to tacitly promote “only safe and nice interactions” while often

leaving her feeling like an ogre in her less composed side. She, though, declared outright—“I

sometimes feel smothered by that fat, doting Empress. Frankly she makes me sick!” fuming as

her finger aggressively poked at Trump 3 on the table.The hostess was visibly bothered by the

comment and countered defensively, “I think that’s your choice Mary, the space is there and

has always been there.” A brief debate ensued. Another woman broke out with the admission

of having just been diagnosed with breast cancer, claiming apologetically, “I wasn’t planning on

saying anything” for fear that such news would cast a pall over the evening. A sad indictment, I

thought, for a support group that didn’t seem safe enough for such important news. “But that’s

why we’re here,” another woman was quick to respond; “I can’t believe you would feel that way.”

I felt like I’d stumbled into the murky undercurrents of a major family conflict (which clearly and

unapologetically I helped to precipitate). I knew, therefore, we were hitting important ground, a

therapeutic “bulls-eye” so to speak. Instinctively, from years of practice, I simply stayed out of

the way for at least the next 20 minutes of lively disclosure that heated the ambient living

room.Two opposing camps were coming to the fore, while a third group of “undecideds” looked

on, anxious and a little amused. One camp was expressing a long held (and previously

unshared) dissatisfaction with the group’s tacit agenda of positive support at the expense of

direct confrontation and difference of opinion. They complained that the group held no place for

dissension within ranks. This was the ‘Death reversed’ camp, as I could now formulate it rather

succinctly through the card. The other camp, the ‘Empress’ camp, much to the contrary, upheld



and defended the group’s status quo, referring regularly to the affirming virtues of the great

goddess who rested there on the table. “We’ve all got enough negativity in our lives,” echoed

one distinguished Empress-camp spokesperson; “this is a place where we open our hearts and

grow together.” “That’s why I come,” reiterated another, even as the troublesome positioning of

the cards themselves suggested quite a different destiny for the group’s unfolding. The problem

was becoming more clearly defined.I then advised that we move on to the next two cards

representing ‘What We Know’ and ‘What We Don’t Know’ regarding the stated question

pertaining to the group’s future direction. In position three (‘What We Know’) I flipped over

trump 1, The Magician card. In unison, everyone sighed. Ahhhhhhh! You might have thought it

was Santa Claus, or perhaps in a slightly different circle of women, a surprise visit from the

likes of Wayne Newton or Alan Alda. Group members seemed greatly relieved to behold this

magical fellow, especially given the tensions that had just flared in the room. By contrast, The

Magician appeared cuddly and comforting in this context; He was easily associated with the

group’s own established charter vis-à-vis personal growth, transformation, and personal

empowerment. My brief interpretation brought little response, as the card’s relevance seemed

transparent and required no further explanation.This often is the case with certain cards in a

full reading and reflects Tarot’s confirming and diaphanizing (clarifying) properties of what is

consciously known. When a card is greeted by a quiet nod and requires little further

explanation it is not unlike some high and holy sage taking you aside, placing his

compassionate hand upon your shoulder and whispering gently into your ear: “You know how

you’ve always felt about x? Well you were quite correct to feel that way. Nice work, keep it up!”

When a card diaphanizes what we suspect to be so, our mild suspicion is raised to formal

acknowledgment and a new measure of confidence in the matter is consciously achieved. Here

the timely appearance of The Magus seemed a fitting reminder of the known reasons for why

we were here; to gain a higher vision of the group’s future direction.The next card however was

a little less mellow. In the fourth position (‘What We Don’t Know’) came trump 10, The Wheel of

Fortune, but reversed. As it was positioned to point to the unknown, I interpreted the card as

suggesting some group difficulty around issues involving change, cycles, rhythm, and timing.

“The laws of change are impeded in their natural flow,” I said, “and there seems to be confusion

over the matter of right timing pertaining to this cycle of the group’s evolution.” Furthermore, I

asserted, the positioning now encouraged greater attention should be paid to this unseen and

hindered dynamic.Then once again I deferred to group members for their personal

associations, and almost on cue, once again the two opposing camps instantly reignited. The

woman with breast cancer complained that the group was rigid and not responsive to her real

needs. She wanted change but didn’t know how to ask for it. Her anger was now on the

surface. “I need to be with real people who can talk about real things like suffering and pain

without trying to fix it!” she bitterly complained. She preferred less magic, she said, and more

hard core reality in her life. Another woman objected, saying she was hoping for quite the

opposite—“less of the crap that drags us down in our lives and frankly a little more magic and

wonderment would be lovely!” Still another woman shared feeling oddly “out of synch” with the

last several meetings and didn’t know why. Something no longer felt right to her. Others shared

similar impressions. One woman commented, “maybe this is just part of the cycle of any

group’s evolution?” Indeed. I said nothing. The cards were so much more eloquent.I sat quietly

as the process unfolded away from the reading in progress. This is usually a good sign that the

divination is taking hold. Someone even apologized to me for getting off the topic of Tarot, to

which I simply laughed and said, “this is often the way it goes.” Group therapists are well

familiar with the pure process quality of these spontaneous, flowing interactions, and in fact,



covet them. Now the issue of decision-making and agenda-setting was hotly debated,

polarized, of course, between the Death reversed camp and The Empress camp. Several

members in fact applauded the level of intensity and open expression, observing that this was

all fresh and new for the group. Others said they were not comfortable with the chaos and

emotionalism. I was asked to comment on what I saw in the reading thus far, and briefly

acknowledged what seemed to be an unspoken tension among members needing more group

cohesion versus more room for individual expression. I said that change and difference

seemed uncomfortable issues to discuss in this group, but were important issues nonetheless.I

then suggested we move to the final card in the fifth position, determined by a numerological

reduction of the first four cards. Thus I added Death (13) plus The Empress (3) plus The

Magician (1) plus The Wheel of Fortune (10) to determine the fifth position, ‘What Is Needed’.

The answer (as often occurs) was both startling and confirming, in this case being none other

than trump 9, that lantern bearing and austere monk himself, The Hermit. “What might this

mean?” had by now become the mode of response reflexively asked by every group member,

sweet oracular music to my ears. What was needed for the group’s future direction, I said, was

greater individuality, spiritual focus, self-reflection and introspection. And absolutely more

permission for individuality and difference, with less concern for approval or agreement. At

least, this is what the Hermit himself would tell you.Trump 9, I explained, was foremost an

agent of individuation, and therefore he must follow tenaciously his own inner direction

regardless of external pressures. Of course, I was simply interpreting the card the way I always

interpret it, within the context of the query, the spread position itself, and the querent(s)’

personality. I was sure The Wise Old Man’s strong showing in the final position had made The

Empress camp quite uncomfortable to say the least. Fortunately for me, a willing victim through

the years of many misplaced therapeutic outbursts (an important part of the job), these

reactive transferences would now be directed at the message itself, and not the messenger.

Therapeutically, a great opportunity is thus presented for working through the transferential

content. In many ways the confrontations stimulated by a nonpersonal authority figure such as

The Hermit of Tarot become less easily projected onto the person of the therapist, thereby

fostering a cleaner encounter with a client’s wounded past while freeing up the therapist to

occupy a gentler and perhaps more helpful proximity to the pain. One is left to consider the so-

called “luck of the draw” in both a literal and symbolic sense.Not for this reason alone have I

long ago learned never to hedge an interpretation. The ‘luck of the draw’ is a naked truth of life

itself. It’s how we choose to assemble ourselves around the luck of the draw that counts. As a

Tarot reader I implicitly trust that each selected card is always accurate (or relevant), however

baffling or unpleasant it may seem at first, particularly when it is honored with the open and at

once humbling attitude that inquires: “what might this mean?” What lessons and possibilities

might be here for me to explore? What of myself is mirrored in this card? It is properly left to

us, as readers and questioners, to discover exactly where and how such meaning is best

served.Our group, however, had appreciably quieted down at this point, becoming (how else to

put it?) notably contained and subdued, reflective but intense, inner-directed and clearly

introspective, that is to say, distinctly Hermit-like. I could feel both camps seriously digesting

His implications for themselves personally and for the group’s future as a whole. In fact, there

was little left to say. The Hermit now carried the moment, the seeds were planted, and He was

perhaps his own best spokesman. The prognostication was now over, and rather quickly the

group began to disband. The ladies politely made their way over to my seat, thanking me for a

fascinating evening, before making their private and unceremonious exits. I don’t know how the

group was to continue after that evening, but I am confident that the Tarot had done its job. On



the following page a visual layout of this Five-Card Spread is presented.A Man Dying of

AIDSBefore AIDS was so termed, an early victim of this incurable virus came into therapy to

prepare for his death. Diagnosed with “Kaposi Sarcoma,” his mysterious lesions continued to

spread throughout his body; he had lost 40 pounds, was weak and chronically fatigued. The

experimental chemotherapies undertaken at Stanford Hospital in Palo Alto had done nothing to

improve his condition. David, age 55, a Ph.D., a retired school principal and life-long educator,

to his credit had accepted that he was dying of some mysterious illness and now desired to

psychologically ready himself (and his lover) to this tragic fate.After four or five couple’s

sessions over previous weeks we had worked through much of his relational loose ends, the

couple often weeping together in my office, but remaining remarkably dignified under the

stress. I was struck by their ability to hold together. David now wanted to center himself

emotionally and spiritually for his immanent death. His doctors had given him perhaps only a

few weeks more to live. I suggested we might use Tarot; he was unfamiliar with the cards but

receptive to the idea.Under the circumstances, predictive divination seemed meaningless as

David’s fate sadly was all but sealed (short of some medical miracle), and there was little

interest in this sort of future-viewing. David was agnostic regarding his beliefs about death itself

and was not particularly interested in religious bromides. Reflective divination seemed

somewhat futile if it meant merely a reflection of his present circumstance. There was little left

to reflect upon. He was in incredible pain, his days were literally numbered, and he felt

reasonably complete with the significant relationships in his current life. He had appropriately

contacted his few remaining family members in New York and felt sufficient closure. He could

no longer work, and he was bed-ridden and nauseous for most of his days over the past

months. What David needed was to find himself in his last hours. He wanted to put the

meaning of his life into some discernible order, most of which resided now in his tangential

memories of the past. His present thoughts, beliefs, reflections, and the inner places that

touched him were for the most part overwhelmed by the stressors of his condition. However,

even under the most severe and ghastly conditions, as Frankl wrote of the Nazi concentration

camps in Man’s Search for Meaning, it is basic human nature to seek a sense of coherency

and meaning to one’s circumstance. Tarot is a natural facilitator of this need.I suggested that

my AIDS patient select a deck from several available that most appealed to his emotions, that

spoke to his heart. He chose the Aquarian Deck as the colors and imagery had a soothing

effect which he liked. Then I placed the full set of 78 cards on the table, in no apparent order,

and face up so that each card was in clear view. The process was quite simple, and remarkably

meaningful to him. I asked that he slowly scan through all the images and pull out every card

that touched him in some way without being stingy with his feelings. It was not important that

he know a card’s designated meaning, only that it spoke to him, tickled his imagination, or

touched his emotions. He relished the task, and slowly sifted through the images, picking out

perhaps three quarters of the deck, one by one. I believe anyone given the same task under

normal conditions would likewise respond positively to the intrinsic evocative properties and

possibilities laden in Tarot images.I then laid out all the selected cards, and asked David to

arrange them in some meaningful groupings that made sense to him. Whatever felt right to him

and connected to his own sense of organization and meaning. After a few minutes spent

rummaging through the cards, this task too was rather quickly comprehended and actualized.

He designated three groupings of cards: those he liked, those he didn’t like, and those he

found mysterious and intriguing. I then asked him to choose which of the three he preferred to

explore first. He chose “the cards I don’t like.” Besides fostering coherency and personal

meaning, the process was designed to empower a sense of personal choice, something there



was precious little of in the wake of a deteriorating terminal illness.The other two groups were

removed and I placed only the aversive cards on the table, again face up and in no particular

order. David was encouraged to further order these in any way that made emotional sense;

there was no “right way.” After only a few minutes he had made three more sub-divisions which

he called “childhood and adolescence, adulthood, and my present life.” Within these three sub-

categories I asked whether certain cards belonged together, felt interconnected, or else

seemed more singular or isolated, and again asked that he make further arrangements to

reflect these distinctions.Of the 18 cards David did not like, seven belonged to childhood and

adolescence, six to adulthood, and five to the present. His criterion for selection was that in

some manner each card triggered feelings of guilt, regret, or despair. From a structural Tarot

standpoint they revealed no apparent rhyme or reason, though each grouping made

remarkable emotional sense to David. “This group here is related to my mother,” he said, “this

group to my sexuality,” and so on. The task was designed to allow David, rather quickly as time

was of the essence, to sort through and organize the themes of his life. The cards were like

symbolic magnets drawing together the bits and pieces of David’s overwhelmed psyche. The

process was for the most part non-verbal and required no analysis or interpretation. Only David

could make those determinations.Through tears and laughter we spent the remainder of the

session free associating and recollecting from the stimulus of the cards. I encouraged David to

release what he could of the cards he didn’t like, and make peace, if possible, with the rest.

Under the circumstances, simply identifying and emotionally connecting to these symbols was

perhaps the needed work itself. Time was very short. At the session’s close I handed David the

stack of cards from his second sub-group—‘what I like’—to take home and explore for

homework. We would do a similar process with this grouping on the next day.On the following

morning David returned notably more calm and relaxed. He had spent much of the previous

evening with his partner exploring the cards that he liked. He said the experience had been

“very therapeutic” and life confirming. He had cried, laughed, and recounted many wonderful

parts of his life. I asked what was learned. He said he had loved books, his work with children,

and teaching primarily. Certain cards had triggered such memories much as projective

techniques are used to stimulate unconscious contents in psychological testing for diagnosis

and assessment. The exercise helped to stimulate positive images and emotions connected to

his former healthy and productive self, now all but subsumed in the chaos and distress of

current circumstances. Tarot cards, through their imagistic power, often aid in suspending and

preserving visual representations of past experience regardless of current or transient

emotional states.At the close of the session I then handed David his third stack of cards, those

which he found “mysterious and intriguing.” I invited him to explore these over the weekend, as

with the other groupings, and return again early the following week. The next time I saw David

in my office would be the last time. The illness was taking its turn for the worse and he died a

week afterwards. Our session that day however was powerful for the two of us. I was touched

by the receptivity of a person so near the end. What David had found most intriguing was the

entire Major Arcana itself. Each trump card brought a different fascination and sense of hope,

he said. Their universality had rekindled memories of his early studies of philosophy as a

young man, most of which he had forgotten. He was now grateful to reconnect to larger

principles beyond his own suffering. And he was reminded of the illusory and dreamlike nature

of ordinary reality itself, his “reactive mind” as he called it, not to mention his illness. The

experience had had a tremendous calming effect. He was now ready, or at least willing, to

approach the larger mystery of his dying.Beyond Couples CounselingJohn was an affable and

easy-going 48 year old typesetter. He had survived five marriages and five divorces, two grown



kids, and 18 years of sobriety after an otherwise impressive career as an alcoholic, heroin

addict, and polydrug abuser that began from the precocious age of 11 up until ‘hitting bottom’

by the toppled age of 30. His three marriages that came (and went) after he stopped using had

each followed a self-described familiar pattern: “they asked for more than I could give, it got too

hard, I split.” His first two marriages, from which two children were born, had been simply too

chaotic and drug-infested for him to clearly recall.Now, however, and for the past three years

John had found happiness with Julie, a different breed of woman than he had previously

known. Julie was 12 years younger, a survivor herself of one divorce and a briefer stint with

alcoholism, though now with seven years of sobriety as well. As expected, both had come from

alcoholic families. Both had benefited from AA. But as for the relational situation now, Julie was

clearly the more worried of the two. She, unlike John, was a go-getter and a self-asserter. She

was completing her Master’s degree in counseling and worked in several high-powered

treatment facilities. She was the doer of the pair, but he was the nurturer and emotional anchor.

She valued these qualities in a partner tremendously and was convinced they would not be

found in another.Compounding matters, Julie now desired to be married with children. In fact,

she had made up her mind; it had been her life-long dream, and she was not to be denied. This

development was more than a little anxiety-provoking for John. He, to the contrary, had

suffered through the trenches of child-rearing, was now pushing 50, and shared little of her

enthusiasm for ‘daddying up’ once more. What were they to do?They had tried every maneuver

of problem-solving they could muster. For the past year, both had tormented over the problem,

searching their souls for guidance. They had tried praying for clarity and resolution. They had

tried discussing the issue almost daily with each other. She tried brief therapy. He tried the

power of positive thinking. They both tried couple’s counseling. All to no avail. They even tried

breaking up (for about a week), but it wouldn’t last. There was only one thing left they figured—

move in together and become engaged (the wonders of the rational mind!). They found a new

apartment and changed zip codes. They even set a wedding date. They were encouraged by

their guru. They were still terrified.Friends and family had given up trying to persuade them

otherwise. From the outside it appeared like madness: he was too old, his track record spoke

for itself; she was too headstrong and uncompromising; they were moving in different

directions, the combination seemed doomed. However there was no denying it—their hearts

wanted to be together—even as their heads saw the ruin and damnation written on the wall.

Perhaps the clearest sign of their painful and chronic ambivalence was the four times they had

set up, canceled, and then rescheduled his reverse vasectomy. That’s ambivalence. Even the

surgeon was growing suspicious and began to question the advisability of the procedure. I

suggested that perhaps it was time for a Tarot reading. They agreed. What was there to lose?

They came to my office the following week. “So, are you really ready to cast the fate of your

relationship to the gods of Tarot?” I kidded them, as the nature of our rapport made it possible

for such jests to be made half seriously. Nervously they laughed, but obviously they were

aware of the agenda. I felt equal to the task as well, having grown to trust the veracity of Tarot

under such complex circumstances, knowing full well that whatever emerged in divination

would likely be eminently workable and relevant (even if uncomfortable at first). And also time-

released. Sometimes weeks might pass before the true implications of a reading became fully

conscious, but in the least, important seeds would be planted in the unconscious

today.Unceremoniously, we prepared the cards together and I then asked, somewhat

rhetorically, if a question had been formulated for the reading. Their answer was quick and to

the point: “Should we get married?” exclaimed Julie, of course, but with slight trepidation

detected in her voice. At this point, there was little else that mattered to them. This familiar and



exceptional circumstance—being at the end of one’s rope—as all diviners know, often marks

the perfect station from which to embark upon a Tarot reading. An intervention outside of one’s

conscious control is thus called for.I instructed the couple in their own sequential drawing of the

cards, rotating between his selection and hers, so that responsibility for what is received falls

squarely back to the querent(s) themselves. I find this increases the subject’s ownership and

interest in the prognostication. Additionally, I have made a practice of myself blindly selecting a

final (11th) card called ‘gift and guide.’ This last modification serves two functions in an

extended reading: (1) it points to interventions and influences that occur outside the subject’s

own sphere of causality (i.e., an encounter with the ‘other’), and (2) it creates a place in the

reading where linkage is established and acknowledged between reader and readee, thus

underscoring the co-created aspect of the reading. Tarot divination, unlike astrological charting

or psychological testing, requires the here/now relational field between reader and querent. In

this way it is closer to psychotherapy and ballroom dancing.We then spent the remainder of the

therapy hour reading the cards, exploring both his and her personal associations and their

implications to each card, along with the oracular message as a whole. If nothing more, the

procedure encouraged a calm, thoughtful and much needed dialogue over issues that often

became unmanageable when pursued under the heavy artillery of premarital warfare. On the

following page is an interpretative summary of the spread broken down into clusters (discussed

in the next chapter). Card phrases are taken directly from Appendix A. After each cluster

grouping, I have written the most salient comments that were conveyed (through the

interpreter) by the cards themselves.Interpretation by Cluster(Should We Get Married?)· (1)

The CorePresent Situation: 9 of Wands—“Power and victory; strength in opposition; creative

power; psychic alignment.”Obstacle: 2 of Cups—“Emotional reciprocity—coming together on

heart level; falling in love; union, the loving relationship.”Author’s Comment: While there is

currently much creativity and energy in your commitment to proceed, the underlying

connectedness of your union (which has previously been your great strength) is currently

blocked and must be attended to first.· (2) Above and BelowGoals: 8 of Swords—“Self-imposed

ego; cognitive distortions; to be bound and blinded by one’s own negative

thoughts.”Foundation: Knight of Pentacles reversed—“Dense, unrooted, expedient,

overidentified with appearance.”Author’s Comment: Your ability to set positive future goals for

the marriage, to visualize and invest in your future together, is severely hampered by worry,

negative thinking, cognitive distortion. This negativity is founded upon too great a concern for

security and material appearances at a time when you indeed are somewhat unrooted and

ungrounded.· (3) Cause and EffectPast Cause: King of Swords— “Impartial and objective

knowledge; the judge at court—makes unbiased judgments based on objective facts and

presented information; command and authority.”Present Obstacle: 2 of Cups—[same as

Cluster 1]“Emotional reciprocity—coming together on heart level; falling in love; union, the

loving relationship.”Future Effect: Page of Wands reversed—“Fear of commitment, inadequate

personality, or Magician’s apprentice.”Author’s Comment: There was an important time in the

past when you saw yourself and the world around you clearly and objectively. You took

command of your life and saw the errors of your ways. You must now bring this same objectivity

to what currently impedes your heart connection, hasten to restore the loving aspect of the

relationship, and together examine your shared fears of commitment.· (4) Self and Other
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Kat Starwolf, “Psychology and Tarot – the Perfect Combined Healing Modality. In my opinion

this is an idea way past its due date. The Tarot works amazingly well to identify client issues

even more thoroughly than a therapist is capable of doing through traditional psycho-

therapeutic methods. The fact is, as observant as a therapist might be, clients can be adepts

when it comes to keeping certain thoughts and behaviors secreted, often to the point that the

client doesn’t even recognize the areas in which s/he requires someone who knows what

they’re seeing and knows how to tease those issues out and up to the surface for

healing.Consequently, this makes it extremely challenging to offer a beneficial treatment

program. But enter the Tarot into psycho-therapeutic treatment and there’s a whole ‘nother

vista of healing possibilities.The idea of utilizing Tarot with psychological therapeutic treatment

modalities has intrigued me ever since I began my astrological counseling practice several

decades ago. However, it wasn’t until years later that I finally added several other treatment

modalities such as the Tarot, numerology, etc., and then finally returned to university in order to

obtain my degree in counseling psychology so that my clientele might be better facilitated.



While I never did (unfortunately) end up obtaining my counseling psychology degree, I’ve

continued to be raptly interested in and study various aspects of psychology ever

since.Unfortunately there wasn’t as much ‘teaching’ in this book as I would have liked, and

some of the chapters seemed more tangentially expository and confusing, even for someone

who is familiar with psychology. Still, Rosengarten has some good ideas here, and even at 4

stars it’s well worth the read.”

lc, “Door opening book…. I love that the author shows us how to use and think of tarot

therapeutically. The magic of tarot is what we can see and relate back to ourselves or the

querent. Yes, I do use it as a divination tool, but most of the reading can and should be

association to the card and digging for the truths. Perhaps it exposes what our higher self

already knows, and by studying the cards we open a door to that higher self or our journey as

a soul here at this time. The book is dense. You do not have to read every part of it to gain a

new outlook. It is easy to go back to in varying sections and pull out what you need at that time.

Highly recommended. Don’t buy if you are looking for spreads and card definitions-it’s much

more than that.”

Ken W, “Good book, but unnecessarily dense.. I appreciate the book, but it’s unnecessarily

dense. It would have been helpful had he worked with an editor to reword and shorten

sentences to make the book more accessible.  Overall a helpful book on the topic.  Unique.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent Resource! (a bit on the technical side). This is an excellent

resource if you're considering the addition of Tarot in your mental health practices. However, it

is a bit technical. This book was written for psychology and counseling professionals.

Professional Tarot readers and consultants can also benefit from reading this book. If you do

not have a counseling background, I suggest you read this book thoroughly prior to initiating

any of its' concepts. Also, you might start with Transformative Tarot Counseling before reading

this book.”

Scott Robinson, “Tarot as therapeutic tool. If, like me, your approach to Tarot is primarily

therapeutic, you will find this book by a Jungian therapist and Tarot reader fascinating.”

Jennifer L Pearson, “... a position of having to "explain" why/how card-reading is useful..

Essential reading if you're a professional reader and thus are occasionally in a position of

having to "explain" why/how card-reading is useful.”

Emily, “How to make Tarot respectable.. Not only did I learn a lot about psychoanalysis, but I

learned new things about Tarot. I am delighted by the author's often repeated message that

Tarot can be used a tool for therapy.”

Adam Milgate, “Different take on Tarot. What a fascinating concept...traditional psychology

applied to Tarot. The Jungian archetypes depicted in Tarot are well-known, but what about the

psychological interpretation of other cards? Or the connections with I-Ching, the Cube of

Space and human philosophy? It';s all here, albeit bathed in a wash of numbers, tables and

other empirical paraphernalia, but that's how psychologists look at phenomenon and it's an

interesting ride to go on if you (like me) came to the Tarot from a purely experiential and

empathetic way. If you are a categories person (like me) you will appreciate the order here and

it will add to your intellectual understanding of the tarot as a system, if not enhance your



kinaesthetic feelings about each card. Recommended as a purely intellectual exercise!”

Coolbox, “Good book for TAROT practitioners. An in-depth review is not needed here, just to

say as a TAROT reader of 50 years I found the book very interesting. My own journey started

with the tarot and lead to study and training as a counselor and back to the tarot. Recent work

done by Vincent Pitisci another life long tarot fan and pro reader, artist and author, links the

tarot method to conceptual blending and mind maps his books add more to the tarot story.

Read this book and read Pitisci”

Miss W. Merrymoon, “The Lion Shall Lie Down With The Lamb. Dr. Arthur Rosengarten is a

psychologist and tarot reader of many years standing, during which time he has taught many

students of both disciplines and written numerous articles. The author's stated intention in

writing this book is to make Tarot relevant to "those who desired greater spirituality in their

lives, including the benefits of psychological insight and depth, without the baggage of

affiliation that invariably accompanies any single set of beliefs" (p.5). His hope is that a clinician

such as himself offering an in-depth explanation of the Tarot might tempt other such people to

consider seriously the value of Tarot as a therapeutic agent. And finally, to encourage Tarotists

etc. to see the benefits of understanding Tarot from a psychologist's perspective, thus opening

another area for exploration (see p.6). All of which is summed up much more succinctly by

Rosengarten towards the end of his book, "our mission, as stated from the outset, has been to

blend the strange bedfellows of Psychology and Tarot, to get them to lie down together, as it

were, without competing for the remote control" (p.242). In order to accomplish his intentions,

the author has divided the book into three sections. Section One, 'The Tarot of Psychology'

examining how, why, when and under what circumstances Tarot can be seen and understood

as a tool having psychotherapeutic value. This section includes some mini case studies to

illustrate such possibilities. Section Two, 'The Psychology of Tarot', addresses the issues of

how, why, when and under what circumstances psychology can enrich the Tarot's contribution

towards the healing of the wounds of humanity. This is examined in-depth through an

exploration of 'The Fool's Journey' (p.153). The Final Section, titled 'Empirical Studies' is based

mainly around the documentation of a research programme to look at whether Tarot really can

offer understanding and insight on a par with Psychology with regard to individual/social

problems, i.e. use of Tarot as a way of identifying personality types, e.g. abuser/victim. Right

from the outset, Rosengarten is at pains to expose the shortcomings of both Tarot and

Psychology, positing neither one nor the other as having superior value in terms of the

therapeutic possibilities. Likewise, he is also very clear about the positive uses of both

disciplines. But the most compelling theme throughout the book has to be the ultimate

recognition that both systems and the people they are aimed at helping have many more

similarities than differences, and as such, Tarot and Psychology both have a great deal to offer.

The author's final paragraph is a quotation from Eliphas Levi - "The Tarot is a monumental and

singular work, simple and strong as the architecture of the pyramids, and in consequence as

durable. It is a book which is the sum of all sciences and whose infinite permutations are

capable of solving all problems; a book which informs by making one think. It is perhaps the

greatest masterpiece of the human mind, and certainly one of the most beautiful things handed

down by antiquity" (p.246). So, has Dr. Rosengarten delivered on his intention? He has by very

erudite means presented compelling evidence that both Tarot and Psychology can indeed work

side by side and hand in hand - as can Tarotists and Psychologists if there is a willingness on

both sides to do so. On a personal note, I found this book to be very 'meaty' and an enthralling



read. Highly recommended.”

Finlay, “This is by no means an easy read if your just looking to read a book .... This is by no

means an easy read if your just looking to read a book about Tarot this isn't it, but if your

looking to go deeper into the tarot as a professional then this is for you. It's more than reading

cards it's an exploration into the human psyche and the depth, scope and potential you can

reach with the tarot.”

Saurabh Siddhartha, “Researcher's Aradise. Wonder that so much to discover. I love the

Psychological attributes of Tarot. Being a reader,it adds further. A must buy”

The book by Arthur Rosengarten has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 110 people have provided

feedback.
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